Abstract. Objective/context: The European Enlightenment debates on the influence of climate over a region's inhabitants created a gendered discourse that questioned the virility of European men born and raised in the Americas, while at the same time reducing American indigenous men to a state of infancy. These scientific discussions, which circulated throughout the American continent, had a particular resonance in Lima's Enlightenment newspaper the Mercurio Peruano. This was due to the broader discussion on the sources of effeminacy and feebleness among Limeño men of which this scientific debate was a part. Originality: This article explores the gendered dimension of European and American scientific discussions on climatic determinism, researching a particular case: the knowledge produced by the contributors to the Mercurio Peruano (mercuristas), dismissing European misrepresentations that claimed Peruvian men lacked virile features. Methodology: Looking primarily at natural history produced in Europe, the reactions in the Peruvian Enlightenment press, but also public debate and further knowledge produced in Peru, this research analyzes scientific discourses from a gender perspective centered on masculinities. Conclusions: Based on Connell's masculinity theory, this article demonstrates that the extensive scientific knowledge produced by the Mercurio Peruano, praising the benefits of the land for Peruvian manhood, promoted a new form of industrious fatherhood-centered masculinity.
Herederos degenerados del Imperio. Determinismo climático y afeminación en el Mercurio Peruano
Resumen. Objetivo/contexto: Muy difundidos en Europa, los debates ilustrados acerca de la influencia del clima sobre los seres conllevan un discurso de género que cuestionaba la virilidad de aquellos hombres europeos nacidos y criados en el continente americano, al mismo tiempo que reducían a los indígenas americanos a una condición infantil. Este debate científico, que circuló en toda América, tuvo una particular resonancia en el periódico ilustrado Mercurio Peruano, debido a que se insertaba en una discusión más amplia acerca de las causas de una supuesta afeminación y condición delicada entre los hombres limeños. Originalidad: Este artículo investiga la dimensión de género en las discusiones científicas de determinismo climático entre Europa y América, atendiendo a un caso particular: el conocimiento producido por los autores del Mercurio Peruano (mercuristas) en oposición a las representaciones equivocadas que alegaban que los hombres peruanos carecían de rasgos viriles. Metodología: Teniendo en cuenta principalmente tratados de historia natural producidos en Europa y las respuestas desde la prensa ilustrada peruana, pero también la discusión pública y otras formas de conocimiento producidas en Perú, esta investigación analiza los discursos científicos desde una perspectiva de
Introduction
Like the petimetres, who were often depicted as Spanish creoles, or the maricones -who were often described as being of African ascent-late colonial Peruvian society associated distinct masculinities with different racial phenotypes. 1 Relying upon the scientific discourses of the Enlightenment, the colonial intellectual elite reinforced the relation between specific masculinities and each racial phenotype: creoles, African descendants, indigenous people and castas ("free mixed-race individuals"). The partial appropriation of strongly contested European theories of climatic determinism helped to create a gendered discourse that questioned the virility of European men born and raised in the Americas (creoles), depicting them as feeble and effeminate; but also questioned the virility of indigenous men who were taken to be in a state of infancy, and were therefore lacking in sexual interest. The Enlightenment discourses also served to criticize the aristocratic elite as a group immersed in a sumptuous, dissolute, and idle life. The press and the scientific literature characterized the male courtesan manners of the late colonial period as effeminate, and hence as a subordinate type of masculinity. In doing so, the Enlightenment discourses contributed to a progressive transformation of gender practices and to the development of an industrious fatherhood-centered masculinity (a new bourgeois masculinity that would only become hegemonic after the 1850s).
In response to those European theories, the writers at the Mercurio Peruano produced an extensive body of knowledge on the Peruvian climate, asserting their benefits about the land in relation to Peruvian manhood. This is significant because the scientific discussion on the effect of climate over creole men had broader political connotations, in regard to the capacity of American-born Spaniards to fulfill their responsibilities, first, as subjects of the King, and after 1820s, in regard to how competent these (male) citizens would be in ruling themselves in the new republic. Based on Connell's hegemonic masculinity theory, this article aims to demonstrate that the complex interactions between European science and knowledge-production in the Americas had a gendered dimension; in this case, related to the construction of citizenship and to the development of a new hegemonic masculinity. 
The Mercurio Peruano and the Enlightenment Press
Four newspapers were published in Lima in the 1790s. Among them, only the Mercurio Peruano was a scientific and literary newspaper published by an economic society. 3 In 1791, the Sociedad de Amantes del País founded the Mercurio to promote a scientific study of the country as a means to foster economic development. Like other Enlightenment newspapers of the time, i.e., Diario 2 I follow Raewyn Connell's theory on the different types of relations among masculinities in a specific time and society, where a hegemonic masculinity dominates over other types of subordinated and marginalized masculinities. Hegemonic masculinity is defined as a 'currently accepted' strategy with which to defend the legitimacy of patriarchy and guarantee the dominant position of men and the subordination of women. 4 However, none appealed more to an elite audience than the Mercurio, both for the social distinction of being a subscriber, as well as for its scientific articles that focused on the country. The Creole and Spanish colonial elites comprised the majority of the Mercurio readership, particularly public authorities and officials, scholars, the clergy, landowners, skilled businessmen, and occasionally elite ladies. 5 It reflected the "hegemonic discourses of an intelligentsia attached to the dominant class." 6 The Mercurio Peruano was published by the Sociedad Académica de Amantes del País (Academic Society of Lovers of the Country), established in 1790 and inspired by the Spanish Economic Societies of Friends of the Country. The Mercurio Peruano sought to further the study of Peru, an endeavor that gave rise to a number of articles devoted to descriptions of different regions and their natural resources, in addition to reflections on their climate, geography, social institutions, and history. It also analyzed the potential and current economic activities, and the progress of medical and natural sciences in Peru. 7 An example of the enthusiasm creoles had for exalting all things national, the Mercurio Peruano has been described as one of the highest cultural products of the American Enlightenment. The writers, the mercuristas, included some of the more renowned intellectuals of the Viceroyalty of Peru -scholars, public officials, and clergy members. 8 Among them was José Rossi y Rubí, the scion of a noble and well-connected Milanese family. He established himself in Lima after arriving with the Malaspina scientific expedition and became 4 a consultant for the Mining Tribunal of Lima. Rossi y Rubí had an active role in promoting the creation of the Sociedad de Amantes del País. It was he who proposed the publication of a newspaper as the Society's voice. In so doing, Rossi y Rubí became the "father" of the Mercurio and the author of many of its articles. 9 José Baquíjano y Carrillo, the Society's President, was a prestigious Law professor. His interest in modernizing education in San Marcos University earned him the respect of many young scholars. 10 Hipólito Unanue, the young physician and Professor of Anatomy, enjoyed the favor of several aristocratic families and the support of the viceroys Francisco Gil de Taboada, Ambrosio O'Higgins, and José Abascal. He would later be considered the champion of the Enlightenment in the Viceroyalty of Peru and was a leading figure in contesting climatic determinism theories imported from Europe. 11 José María Egaña was mayor of Lima and one of the main authors of the Mercurio, along with Jacinto Calero y Moreira-a lawyer and the newspaper's first editor-and all of the individuals mentioned above. Three clergymen were also central to the development of the Mercurio: the botanist friar Francisco González Laguna, the priest Tomás de Méndez y Lachica, who would be a congressman after Independence, and friar Diego Cisneros, who placed his private library, full of prohibited authors such as Cornelius de Pauw (1734-1799) and Guillaume-Thomas-François Raynal (1713-1796), at the service of the Sociedad Académica de Amantes del País, and paid for the publication of the last volume of the Mercurio (vol. 12). 12 The Sociedad de Amantes del País and the Mercurio were very close to the viceroyal authorities and did not criticize either the monarchic institution or the colonial order. On the contrary, the newspaper had the support of Viceroy Gil de Taboada, who gave the final approval for the admission of all new members to the Sociedad, and any new contributors to the Mercurio. Despite these close ties with the colonial power, the Mercurio raised an interest in producing knowledge about the country. This knowledge later served as the canvas where the Peruvian nation was imagined as the future Republic. 13 Conceived under the principles of the Enlightenment and inspired by the Encyclopedists, the authors of the Mercurio served the pragmatic purpose of seeking the well-being of the country through knowledge and reasoning. The Sociedad de Amantes del País trusted that the use of Reason would lead to better knowledge of the country, and therefore bring progress and happiness to the Peruvian nation. 
Climatic Determinism and Effeminacy
For the Mercurio Peruano, promoting a better knowledge of the country was an epistemological mission established in relation, but also in opposition, to previous knowledge produced, especially from Europe. As stated on its first issue, the Mercurio Peruano's main objective was to make Peru "better known; [...] against which foreign authors have published so many false arguments." 15 Arguing for a better understanding of the country based on their condition as local witnesses, Mercurio Peruano devoted itself to what Jorge Cañizares Esguerra has defined as "patriotic epistemology," discrediting European misrepresentations of the American continent. 16 Many of these misrepresentations were inspired by philosophers like Montesquieu, Voltaire, and Bacon, who had theorized the influence of geography and climate in shaping society and human character. This argument was profusely discussed by naturalists like George-Louis Leclerc, Comte de Buffon (1707-1788), who described and compared the continents' climate in relation to its influence over their inhabitants. 17 In so doing, these European authors exalted the benevolence and multiple benefits of their own climate in comparison to what they considered less hospitable climates and their adverse effects over the development of other civilizations. An "excess of humidity" was the principal characteristic of the American continent, supposedly produced by the longer permanence of the continent under the original waters of creation. This "recentness" and "immaturity" of the New World had embedded the species that flourished in it in a state of "natural weakness," in a "state of infancy," or perhaps they simply were "degenerate" versions of the European species. Furthermore, the theories of climatic determinism transcended the explanations of the influence climate had on the development of plants and animals, and claimed it had an inevitable influence over the development of the physical, moral, and psychological characteristics of the peoples of the American continent; including the native population and the creoles, who were considered the "lesser" kind when compared to their European counterparts. 18 Widely read and discussed in Europe, the Americas, and Peru, these theories highlighted a negative image of the American continent (and its inhabitants) as inferior to Europe in every possible way. Besides the Comte de Buffon, Cornelius de Pauw, William Robertson, the Abbé Guillaume Raynal, and Benito Jerónimo Feijoo 19 were often cited in the Mercurio Peruano. 20 The author most cited by the mercuristas, the Comte de Buffon, believed that the American fauna was less widespread and smaller in size than that of Europe (except for snakes, lizards and insects) due to the geological youth, moisture and humid climate of the New Continent. Buffon also theorized that the humidity of the continent had affected its inhabitants, making them feminized and beardless. 21 18 Based on Buffon and the information provided by La Condamine's scientific expedition, Cornelius de Pauw stated that the humidity in the air and the warmer temperatures were the reason why there were different species in America and Europe. Highly influential, de Pauw was considered the major expert on this continent, although he never visited America during his lifetime. 22 He argued that the tropics had turned the Native American populations into "degenerate species of humanity," and Europeans born in America into people given to indolence and vice. De Pauw questioned the achievements of the Inca and Aztec civilizations and considered American natives as "degenerate," because they had not built a civilization comparable to those of the Europeans. 23 These derogatory statements against the inhabitants of the American continent granted Cornelius de Pauw the animosity of the mercuristas, and of many other creoles across the continent. For instance, in an article in the Mercurio Peruano, José Ignacio de Lequanda, Minister of the Royal Exchequer, referred to Cornelius de Pauw as "the one whose hideous name should not be remembered without rancor." 24 Twenty years after, in the midst of Peruvian Independence, de Pauw's arguments were still bitterly remembered by the independentist newspaper Los Andes Libres. In 1821, the newspaper denounced that Peninsular Spaniards had embraced "the injurious concept manifested about our talents" by the "abominable Paw" as part of Peruvian's oppression. 25 America was considered to be of less mature geographical "development" than Europe, and in that sense American cultures were seen as primitive civilizations that, because of the climate, had never attained the development reached by civilizations of the Ancient World. 26 In this same line of reasoning, theories of climatic determinism assumed that climate did not allow male American native inhabitants to develop a fully masculine character. Two of the basic characteristics attributed to the Americans were their "eternal stage of infancy" and their "indolence," both of which were also interpreted as related to a non-fully developed sexuality. 27 The "indolence," "indifference," or "weakness" described by various European authors as the overriding characteristic of the native American peoples (Buffon, de Pauw, Raynal) permeated all aspects of life, including the sexual interest of men for women, as William Robertson (1721-1793) described in The History of America (1777):
"A proof of some feebleness in their frame, and more striking, is the insensibility of the Americans to the charms of beauty, and the power of love.
[…] But the Americans are in an amazing 22 degree, strangers to the force of this first instinct of nature. In every part of the New World the natives treat their women with coldness and indifference." 28 William Robertson spread the ideas of de Pauw and Raynal in his History of America and followed Buffon's opinions on American fauna but believed instead that this was due to the coldness of the New World, where the rigors of frigid zones extended over half of its territory. The notion of a "stage of eternal infancy" was in direct contradiction with the actual capacity of the American peoples for procreation. Robertson, for instance, solved this contradiction by arguing the Americans were less prolific than any other nation, with the result that this continent was the less peopled in the earth. 29 For Robertson, "the beardless countenance and smooth skin of the American" seemed to indicate "a defect of vigor, occasioned by some vice in his frame." For him, the beardless American man was "destitute of one sign of manhood and of strength." are not yet arrived, to the age of puberty. This is a vice implanted by nature in the other hemisphere, the novelty of which is discovered by this kind of impotency." 32 The lack of facial hair that characterized American men in general, appeared particularly true in the case of Peruvian indigenous men, in the same way that virile virtues seemed more scarce among Spanish men born in Peru. Peruvian creoles were considered effeminate due to their lack of courage and their fondness of pleasures, luxury, and idleness, as stated by the Abb Raynal:
"They possess more understanding than courage. All these people, though dissatisfied with [the Spanish] government, are alike submissive to it. Men every where forget their number and their 28 In reaction, the authors of the Mercurio Peruano discussed and refuted these European theories and descriptions of the American climate and its influence on society and nature, along with their arguments on the virility of American men. In the same way that Jorge Cañizares has demonstrated the emergence in New Spain of a "patriotic epistemology" in response to European negative representations of the nature and peoples of the New World, the mercuristas produced extensive knowledge on Peru's climate, in this case, with an emphasis in asserting the benefits of the land for Peruvian manhood. 
Contesting the Influence of Climate
The theories about the influence of climate on virility in the Americas had a particular resonance in Lima, the capital of the Viceroyalty of Peru. This scientific debate was part of a more extended discussion on the sources of effeminacy and feebleness of Limeño men in Enlightenment newspapers, pamphlets, travel writings, and criminal records at the end of the colonial period (1790-1820). Two causes were often cited: maternal leniency in male child-rearing and the influence of climate over the masculinity of the American peoples. 35 The Enlightenment press in Lima attributed an effeminizing effect to the indulgence in idleness and luxury which, according to them, characterized Limeño motherhood. This process has been studied by Claudia Rosas and Margarita Zegarra, among others, to demonstrate that the Mercurio Peruano, the Semanario Crítico, and the Diario de Lima were instrumental in asserting the duty of women in male child-rearing and the development of a domestic femininity centered on its maternal role. 36 While this discussion is beyond the scope of this research, I suggest that Lima's Enlightenment press also contributed to forming a new idea of masculinity focused on the authority of father over wife, children, and household. 37 One of the more significant examples of the Mercurio Peruano's concern with identifying the source of effeminacy and feebleness among Limeño men is the "Letter addressed to Society" by the priest Tomás de Méndez y Lachica in response to the satirical "Letter on the Maricones." In his reply, Méndez y Lachica identified this acrimonious satire about the city of Androginopolis with Lima, pointing out that these "vile debasers of their noble sex" were a "phenomenon" common to Lima as to any other part of the world. Méndez y Lachica diminished the "uniqueness" of Peruvian effeminates arguing that effeminate men were not exclusive to the Americas or Peru. Then, he reflected on the origins of the "phenomenon," considering climate as a possible explanation for male effeminacy: "Is it perhaps an anomaly of Nature? Perhaps a flaw of climate? Perhaps a vice generated by education?" At the end of the article, Méndez y Lachica finally blamed Peruvian mothers for their excessive delicacy, leniency, and luxury they showed when raising their children, as the real cause for the presence of effeminate men. In so doing, cleric Méndez y Lachica revealed a profound political concern declaring that it was: "The abundance of luxury, and no other reason, what is causing a state of decadence in men's political strength, debilitating them as well in their physical and moral strength." 38 The critique Méndez y Lachica raised against the abundance of luxury was directed at the upper crust of Lima's society. It was also part of a European tradition that considered expenditure in luxury items as clashing with the enrichment of nations. Inspired by the Enlightenment belief in the transformative power of education, Méndez y Lachica was certainly proposing a reform of mores in order to raise virile men, capable of fulfilling their political duties as loyal subjects of the Spanish King. 39 But most importantly, by blaming the effeminacy of Peruvian men on luxury and the excess of maternal care, Méndez y Lachica argued against the European theories of climatic determinism.
In response to these theories, Father Méndez y Lachica and other mercuristas replied that the key factor was not climate but education, and that maternal care had to be reformed in order to raise virile Peruvian boys. 40 In this sense, Méndez y Lachica followed the newspaper trend that opposed European theories that posited the influence climate had in effeminizing Peruvian men: "[...] would he not be an effeminate if he did not leave the lap of a tender mother to occupy himself with the delicacies of courtly life? [...] Let us therefore not look elsewhere for the cause of effeminacy. True, a noxious and humid air weakens the springs of our body […], the weakness of food, and other partial causes of this sort must influence the less robust ones, or effeminacy under this or another sky. But how […] is it that we can find, in one same country and at the same time, men of a delicate temperament and such robust colored people-how can it be in the Northern regions?" 41 "Effeminacy" in this context meant something other than sexual preference. The writings of Méndez y Lachica and the Abbé Raynal exemplify how the term "effeminate" was used to refer to a physical and spiritual weakness due to a man's overexposure to luxury and pleasures instead 38 Méndez y Lachica, "Carta remitida a la Sociedad," 118-121. 39 According to Premo, in the late eighteenth century, creole literati like friar Méndez y Lachica produced Enlightenment theories on child rearing practices that were much more than a debate over how children should be raised, questioning instead the colonial order itself by facing the possibility that creoles had become more like the (non-white) women who nursed them than the paternal (Spanish) king who ruled them. Bianca Premo, "'Misunderstood Love': Children and Wet Nurses, creoles and Kings in Lima's Enlightenment," Colonial Latin American Review 14, n.° 2, 234. Both articles about maricones published on the Mercurio Peruano are also analyzed by Premo in "'Misunderstood Love'," 239. 40 Rosas, "Madre sólo hay una," 103-106; Zegarra, "La construcción de la madre," 182, 197-198.
41 Méndez y Lachica, "Carta remitida a la Sociedad," 120.
of exercising his will with temperance and sobriety. 42 Effeminacy also was understood as a lack of virile vigor. This was especially so in the case of the climatic theories that equated American men with children, thus positing an attributed pre-pubescent state to American men and their subsequent lack of sexual interest in women.
Climatic determinism was not limited to scientific theories, but permeated official documents, travel writing, and other discursive terrains. Medical doctors supported the request of colonial officials to be transferred to better climates to avoid the maladies, sickness, and degeneration of the body that came with cold and humid climates. 43 Also, Alonso Carrió de la Vandera, who did not argue that the lack of virile vigor was due to the influence of climate, suggested instead that the coldness of the Peruvian Andes made Indian women slightly less fertile, in the same way that the pastures and animals of the Puna (highlands) were not too fertile. Around 1775 Carrió, a Spanish merchant, corregidor, and inspector for the Postal Service, published the picaresque novel El lazarillo de ciegos caminantes under the pseudonym of Concolorcorvo ('colored like a crow'). Based on his experience as a merchant and visitor of the muleteer route that went from Buenos Aires to Lima, the Lazarillo takes the form of a dialogue between the Visitador Alonso, a Spanish postal inspector, and an Indian called Calixto Bustamante Inca. The Indian, who bore the name of Concolorcorvo, served as guide and companion to the Visitador throughout his journey. Concolorcorvo is presented in the narrative as the presumed author of the Lazarillo. Carrió de la Vandera used Concolorcorvo to defend the Spanish conquest. Arguing that he descended from a noble Inca family, Concolorcorvo defended the civilization and religion brought to the Andes by the conquistadors and thanked them for freeing the Indians from sodomy and other abominations. 44 Unlike El lazarillo, which blamed low population growth on the low fertility of Indian women, the Mercurio Peruano was full of examples of long-lived Peruvian men who fathered numerous children. Such was the case of the "Letter written to the Society on the Longevity of some Peruvians," which supposedly showed how healthy the weather was in those lands. 45 The article described several men over a hundred years of age who were actively pursuing marriage with younger (and fertile) women, and who fathered children. Like some other articles in the Mercurio, the longevity and virile vigor of these men were used as an example to disqualify the presumed negative influence of the Peruvian climate. They also served to praise the benefits of leading a frugal life, https://doi.org/10.7440/histcrit73.2019.06 dedicated to vigorous and productive labor in the countryside, far removed from the pleasures and excess of the city. 46 The Mercurio Peruano went as far as to feature the leading figure in Peru against the European theories of climatic determinism as one of its main authors. Hipólito Unanue, a former student of the erudite cosmographer Cosme Bueno, was already a renowned physician and naturalist when he joined the Sociedad de Amantes del País. An advisor of the Viceroy Francisco Gil de Taboada y Lemos, Unanue had the favor of the Lima court thanks to his outspoken character as public health reformer. Unanue also had the sponsorship of Mariana Belzunce, a progressive and rich widow who hosted one of the most notable literary circles of her time, also attended by other mercuristas. Unanue founded the Anatomic Amphitheater, modernized the teaching of medicine in Peru, and had medicine recognized as a science-while also promoting his own professional image. In 1810 he was named director of the San Fernando medicine school by Viceroy Abascal. Unanue later joined the patriot cause, embraced San Martin's short-lived monarchical project, and became a congressman in the new Republic. An Age-of-Enlightenment physician, naturalist, meteorologist, and politician, Unanue maintained an abundant correspondence with scientific societies in Europe and America. 47 His Observations regarding the climate of Lima and its influence over organized beings, especially Man summarizes his thoughts on the European theories of climatic determinism. Published in 1806 and in Spain in 1815, the book circulated extensively among academic circles in America and Europe. 48 Although his ideas had not been fully developed by the time he joined the Mercurio Peruano, Unanue then began to develop his rebuttal of the theories developed by Buffon, de Pauw, Robertson, and others. As secretary of the Sociedad de Amantes del País, Hipólito Unanue wrote in the introduction to volume VI of the Mercurio, that one of the main objectives of this publication was to show "that the generous Spanish spirits transplanted to this joyful soil, haven't lost honor nor virtue. "A statement renewed in his "Dissertation about the coca leaf," where he asserted: "the Indians are not irrationals, nor is degraded the part of the human race transplanted from Europe to America." The same opposition to the European theories of climatic determinism is evident in the apparently casual news of the existence of an American born and raised a giant, Pedro Cano, whose "prodigious height" demonstrated the errors of European naturalists as Buffon. 49 The Mercurio Peruano also published his inaugural speech as director of the Anatomic Amphitheater, a ceremony that was attended by Viceroy Gil de Taboada. Here, Unanue praised natural history but also "the noble qualities of the [Peruvian] climate" (las nobles cualidades del clima), against which a thousand of foreign maladies had assaulted and contaminated the air, the land, and living beings. Lacking proper health policies, these maladies brought about by commerce, luxury, and miscegenation during the conquest had depopulated the country. These were the real causes of the low fertility that European theories attributed to American-born people. This inaugural speech was published in its entirety in five issues of the Mercurio, and it represented the seminal ideas behind Unanue's Observations about the climate. 50 Unanue's ideas regarding the influence climate had over living beings were fully developed a decade after the publication of the last issue of the Mercurio. He rejected European theories that claimed the coldness and humidity of the Americas produced smaller and degenerate species, including the creole population. Following the path of the Mercurio Peruano, his description of the climate of Lima, its flora and fauna, posited that the climatic conditions in Peru were less harmful than those in Spain. His Observations on the Climate of Lima were disseminated among the scientific societies of Madrid, Paris, and London and earned him compliments and invitations to join the institutions as honorary member.
Hipólito Unanue did not deny the influence the climate had on the changes undergone by plants, animals, and men, but he believed their effects were not severe or permanent. During the era of the Mercurio, friar Méndez y Lachica had argued that the lenient life in the city, "the refinement of the food, the abandonment to the passions, and an atmosphere full of the most corrupt and compressed vapours" made the city dwellers twice more likely to suffer death than those living in small towns. 51 Unanue incorporated hygiene to this argument and proposed that the maladies that city life engendered amongst the Limeños were caused by careless health practices rather than by the climate. These maladies could therefore be successfully avoided through education and a reformation of mores. In so doing, Unanue clashed with, de Pauw, and other European authors whose descriptions "portrayed these fortunate regions as an ungrateful soil that has been denied heaven's blessings, and an ill-fated shelter of serpents, crocodiles and other poisonous monsters." 52 Unanue claimed that although climate influenced people's character, there were other factors at work-moral ones-that could counterbalance and even defeat the burden of nature, and thus promote the development of nations. In so saying, even Unanue admitted the influence that the humid and temperate climate of Lima had over Limeño men, "lacking the air and virile features, that should be strong and somehow rough." 53 Likewise, he believed that the humid and temperate climate of Lima predisposed men to indolence and to indulge in pleasures:
"In a country located at the center of the hot zone, but with a climate reduced to a benign temperature due to the superabundance of humidity in the atmosphere, those who live there must 50 Hipólito Unanue, "Decadencia y restauración del Per. Continuacion del discurso inaugural para la abertura y estrena del Anfiteatro Anatómico," Mercurio Peruano 7, n.° 218 (February 3, 1793): 93-94. Also: issues n.° 219-222; Rodríguez García, Criollismo y Patria, 236. Although he recognized the influence climate had over men's physiognomy, Unanue denied that the differences in features found in European and American men could be interpreted as a lack of capacity or talents. Just like in many articles in the Mercurio Peruano, the emphasis here was in dismissing the physiognomic rationale, praising instead education and virtue as the means with which to overcome nature. In Unanue's own words:
"The difference in features cannot thus be used to argue for the diversity in talents, and whenever this indeed is so, Europe has nothing to pride itself of, because, if there are well-formed nations in her [Europe] , these can also be found in other parts of the earth. And if Africa, in the midst of her fires, gives men who appear to be entities midway between the rational and the brute, the same holds for the icy countries of Northern Europe. Herein lies the consequence that the rational spirit is evenly distributed throughout all parts of the earth. In all of them, man is capable of doing everything-if he is helped by education and example." 55 Unanue, just like other mercurista authors, partially accepted the European theories of climatic determinism. Nonetheless, he disregarded the idea that climate was the sole essential factor in determining the features and character of Peruvian men. Following Enlightenment principles, Unanue praised the virtues of education, as the factor that compensated the influence of climate. Unanue claimed that education was the major means with which to defeat the influence of climate, which had brought about the delicate condition and feeble nature of Peruvian-born Spaniards. In the same fashion, the priest Mendez y Lachica argued that in the efforts to avoid effeminacy amongst Peruvian Creole men, what was in need of reform were education and maternal care, and not the climate.
Conclusion
Opposing the determinism proposed by European climatic theories, that blame climate for a degenerating effect on the flora and fauna of the Americas, but also on American inhabitants, the mercuristas produced scientific knowledge to refute the misconceptions of celebrated European naturalists. These theories represented Peruvian men as feeble and effeminate, lacking courage and virile features, less talented than their European counterparts, and fond of pleasures, luxury and idleness. Against this, the mercuristas emphasized the beneficial effect of Peruvian climate, offering as demonstration examples of longevity, physical health, and superior intelligence among those born and raised in this land.
The newspaper was directed towards powerful groups within the colonial elite (merchants, landowners, aristocrats, and colonial authorities), but because of public readings and the circulation of the press, the influence of Mercurio Peruano in shaping new types of masculinities extended beyond the colonial elite. The Peruvian intellectual elite opposed the determinism proposed by European climatic theories and argued that the root of effeminacy was education; i.e., the indulgence in idleness, pleasures, and above all luxury promoted by maternal care. These causes could
